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Abstract. Cooperative transportation systems allow the exchange of
large amounts of information either vehicle to vehicle or vehicle to in-
frastructure. New traffic control systems can take advantage of this in-
formation, thereby making more efficient traffic regulation. This is the
underlying idea of the urban traffic control strategy presented in this pa-
per. It assumes that the real time paths of all vehicles on the network are
known. Coalitions of vehicles sharing the same parts of routes are built.
Each coalition is monitored by a Coordinator Agent who communicates
with intersections in order to get the best traffic light configuration for
his vehicles. A genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal set of traffic
light configurations which satisfy the Coordinator Agents’ requests. The
optimal solution is obtained within the set of the proposed solutions by
negotiation between the Coordinator Agents in order to reduce the total
travelling time in the network.
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1 Introduction

The increasing transportation demand cannot be satisfied by adding extra ca-
pacity to the existing infrastructures, and improving the regulation strategies
appears to be a relevant solution to optimize the way we use infrastructures.
The wide spread of communication technologies in vehicles allows to formulate
new hypotheses and to design new cooperative tools for urban traffic regulation.
Various kinds of cooperative traffic management systems exist in literature. In
[1] the cooperation takes the shape of onboard (individual) signalization, and ve-
hicles negotiate the right of way. [2] proposes a dynamic-routing approach based
on the reallocation of vehicles with route advisories. With cooperative vehicles, a
traffic regulation system may have access to some useful information such as their
routes. For a vehicle, sharing this information is a cooperative behavior since it
may help the infrastructure to improve traffic regulation. The infrastructure can



reward the vehicles for their cooperation with improved traffic conditions. The
number of connected vehicles is increasing, and thanks to this promise of bet-
ter traffic conditions, the rate of cooperative vehicles may increase significantly
in a not-so-distant future. In this work, we assume that the infrastructure has
access to the vehicles’ positions and routes. The traffic light regulation strategy
is based on this information. On a traffic light intersection, the vehicles coming
from the same approaching lane are called a stream. These streams may cause
safety conflicts : crossing streams may cause car crash. Conflicting streams are
determined with expert knowledge. Classical traffic light intersections operate
with cycles, that are periods during which each stream gets at least one green
light time window. Several streams can share the same time window if there is
no safety conflict between these streams, and this shared time window is called a
phase. Defining the configuration of an intersection on a short time period comes
to distribute streams into phases and to define their scheduling and the duration
of each phase. An intersection has a set of n streams S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} and a
n× n binary matrix C representing the safety conflicts that may exist between
two streams. To set an intersection’s configuration, we have to define: (1) P a
partition of S, with P = {p1, p2, ...pm}, each pk ∈ P being a set of compatible
streams which share the same phase; (2) A scheduling of the phases; (3) A set
of durations D = {d1, d2, ...dm}, each duration corresponding to a phase. The
intersections have to take advantage of the information about routes to find the
best configurations for traffic lights, in order to decrease the travelling time of the
vehicles and thus to perform improved regulation. To deal with the large amount
of information, we split vehicles into several sets according to their interests. To
each set corresponds an entity called Coordinator Agent, which stands for the
vehicles of the set. These intentional representations aggregate the information
of several vehicles who have common interests, and thus reduce the complexity
of the model. This matches the concept of coalitions. To provide vehicles the
ability to anticipate traffic state in a medium term, the Coordinator Agents ne-
gotiate the configuration of each intersection on their routes. The role of the
intersections is to propose various fitted configurations on which the Coordi-
nator Agents will negotiate. To propose various locally relevant configurations,
the intersections use evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, which
are based on populations of solutions. Then the Coordinator Agents negotiate
with each other to decide which configuration should be selected for each in-
tersection, aiming to get the best configuration all along their routes. The road
network is represented by an oriented graph whose vertexes represent intersec-
tions and whose edges represent oriented road sections. Our system is based on
3 types of agents: (1) Vehicle Agents (VAs). A VA represents a vehicle, with
his current position and his planned route R that is a set of consecutive sections;
(2) Intersection Agents (IAs). An IA represents a traffic light intersection,
with his set of streams S and the corresponding conflict matrix C; (3) Coordi-
nator Agents (CAs). A CA stands for the interests of a set of vehicles V (i.e.
a coalition) on a defined partial route Q, that is a set of consecutive sections.



2 Agents behavior model

The system configuration is based on a 4 steps approach: (1) VAs are gathered
into coalitions according to their common interests; (2) The CA of each coali-
tion requests green light time windows to IAs of his route, in order to favor
his vehicles; (3) Each IA computes various relevant configurations according to
the requests of the CAs, using an evolutionary algorithm; (4) CAs make agree-
ments on the configuration of each IA by negotiating with other CAs sharing
intersections with them.

Coalition formation : VAs who have common interests, i.e. who share a
part of their routes, gather into coalitions. On their common route, their interest
is to progress quickly, meeting green lights and a clear route. The aim of the
coalition is to help the VAs to reach this goal. A coalition stands for a set V
of VAs on a defined route section Q. While forming the coalition, the aim of
a VA is twofold: to maximize |V| and to maximize |Q|. Indeed a coalition of
numerous vehicles has more weight to bear to influence the IAs behaviors. In
addition a coalition that covers a long route allows a longer-term monitoring of
vehicles and thus a greater anticipation power. Once the VAs are gathered into
coalitions, CAs are created to represent them in the regulation system. When
a vehicle leaves the Q section, he leaves the coalition. Then if |V| becomes too
small the coalition disappears and the CA dies.

Green time request : The goal of the CA is to allow a quick progress for
the vehicles of his coalition. First, the CA has to send green time requests to each
IA of his route to allow a regular progression of the vehicles (with a satisfactory
speed relatively to the current traffic conditions). A CA sends to each IA on
his route a time request T = {t0, tend, w}. t0 is the beginning of the green time
window and tend is its ending time, with tend − t0 corresponding to the time for
the vehicles to pass. w is the weight of the request, based on several criteria,
especially the number of incoming vehicles. CAs have sophisticated behaviors
and strategies we will not detail in this paper, for instance when a downstream
congestion does not allow the vehicles to progress even with green lights. If the
obstructing vehicles of the downstream section belong to another coalition, the
upstream CA coordinates with the downstream CA to help him to bear weight
on IA’s proposals, and thus to clear the road.

Configuration search : Once each CA has sent his requests to the IAs,
the IAs have to propose configurations that maximize the weight of the sat-
isfied requests. To compute various configurations, IAs use genetic algorithms.
Genetic algorithms use populations of solutions, in our case intersection config-
urations, and do not only return one relevant solution, but several ones. Each
solution is evaluated with a fitness score corresponding to the total weight of the
satisfied requests. The population is initialized with random configurations. For
each generation, our algorithm performs 4 steps: evaluation, selection, crossover
and mutation. During the selection step, our selection method has to maintain
diversity in the population of solutions to propose varied configurations. With
this aim, we perform a fitness based selection that allows some poor solutions to
survive and to maintain genetic diversity in the population. As explained above,



a configuration is made of three elements: the assignment of the streams into
several phases, the scheduling of these phases, and the duration of each phase.
These elements cannot be represented by bit strings, so we define mutation and
crossover operators for each of the three elements of a configuration. Once genetic
algorithm is over, the IAs propose the configurations with the greatest fitness
score. Here we do not use genetic algorithms to find the best local solution, since
it is not necessary the best one at the global scale. But genetic algorithms allow
us to maintain genetic diversity in a population of solution, i.e. to get various
acceptable solutions. It fits our problem since it allows us to get very different
joint configurations while searching the global configuration.

Negotiate the global configuration : Each intersection proposes to the
CAs a set of configurations that are acceptable according to their requests, with
the corresponding fitness scores. The CAs have to agree on the best global con-
figuration by selecting a configuration for each IA. Each CA aims to minimize
the average travelling time of his vehicles, however a green time window does
not have the same worth for every CA. For instance, a CA does not need a green
light at an intersection i1 if this leads to a long red light at the next intersection
i2, especially if an adjacent CA may make better use of the green light at i1.
With negotiation, the CAs coordinate themselves to reach satisfactory solutions
at the scale of their routes and, in the best case, CAs allow their vehicles to cross
several successive intersections without meeting red lights. This scenario, called
a green wave, allows the vehicles to progress fairly fast.

3 Conclusion

This paper described a multi-agent approach based on coalitions for traffic regu-
lation. Our model uses coalitions of vehicles, represented by Coordinator Agents,
to reduce the travelling time of the vehicles. These agents send requests to Inter-
section Agents who use evolutionary algorithms to compute various locally sat-
isfactory traffic light configurations. For each intersection, various configurations
are proposed, and the Coordinator Agents negotiate and make an agreement.
By the mean of this cooperative behavior, the CAs aim to improve traffic for
their VAs with, in the best cases, the formation of green waves.
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